Facilities Solutions Group
Accelerates Shipping,
Solves Dimensioning Challenge with Size-IT

Looking for a Fast, Flexible Dimensioning Solution
Facility Solutions Group, (FSG) is one of the nation’s
largest single-source providers of lighting and
electrical products, electrical services, electrical
construction and energy management solutions.
With a successful 33-year history of serving
customers, FSG develops, designs, markets, sells
and supports all types of lighting, electrical,
control, and energy-saving products and services.
When FSG’s parcel carriers announced rate
changes that would require package dimensions on
all of the company’s shipments, the fulfillment
process slowed down. Andrew Wimmer, Logistics
Manager for FSG, began looking for a solution that
would make it faster and easier for his staff to
capture accurate dimensions and keep the shipping
line moving.
“Once the changes in dimensional freight rates
were announced by UPS and FedEx, FSG made the
decision to begin ‘right sizing’ our boxes for every
shipment,” Wimmer said. “This meant our
operations staff was suddenly measuring and
manually typing in the dimensions for every
package.” Wimmer tried dimensional scales but
they weren’t a fit. “They were bulky, cost
thousands of dollars more and had a dimensional

limit which we’d frequently go over, so our
shipping department was still processing shipments
the old way.”
Size-IT Cordless
Scanner and
Dimensioner Fits the
Bill
Wimmer then
discovered Size-IT,
ADSI’s mobile
cordless dimensioner
and barcode scanner.
He liked its compact size, ease of use, and the fact
that he could capture dimensions on virtually all of
FSG’s shipments without hitting a dimensional
limit.
“Size-IT has made a considerable change for the
better to our shipping department,” he said. With
the Size-IT unit, we’ve increased accuracy and
efficiency for each package. We’re able to process
shipments more quickly and accurately without
worrying about it dim’ing out. Also, because Size-IT
is a flexible handheld device, we didn’t have to
allocate space in our warehouse for a bulky piece
of equipment. It is the perfect fit for FSG.”

For more information about the Size-IT cordless scanner and dimensioner, please contact us by email at
info@adsionline.com or call us at 877.755.2374.

